policies. An understanding of the historical and theoretical sources of influence is essential to the development of a valid conceptual framework on which to base United States strategy.
While the consensus is that China's influence in Latin America is not an immediate threat to U.S. and in fact, may be of great benefit to the region in the short term, the analysis that follows suggests that Chinese involvement may not be as benign as some believe. The "sleeping dragon" is awake and is very hungry. All warfare is based on deception. Therefore, when capable, feign incapacity; when active, inactivity. When near, make it appear that you are far away; when far away, that you are near. Offer the enemy a bait to lure him; feign disorder and strike him. 6 According to Sun Tzu, deception is to be employed at all times (before and during war) and at all levels, whether diplomatic (to drive a wedge between the enemy and his allies), political (to sow the seeds of suspicion and discord in his army through political subversion), or military. 7 The strategic aim of deception is to create an illusion in the mind of the enemy, and have them pursue the image, while the deceiver pursues an alternate course of action with a goal of exploiting the enemy's distraction by attacking where they least expect it.
Sun Tzu also supports the use of espionage in the form of secret agents. He describes the information that they are able to glean as "foreknowledge." There are five types of secret agents that the "enlightened prince and the wise general" can employ -native, inside, double, expendable, and living. 8 It is interesting to note that Sun Tzu specifically mentions the prince and the general, implying the use of espionage for both political and military information. With politics so intertwined in economic and military strategy, the ramifications of this tactic are troublesome.
Sun Tzu provides a myriad of tenets that are applicable to current Chinese strategy.
Perhaps the most worrying concept is the following:
For to win one hundred victories in one hundred battles is not the acme of skill.
To subdue the enemy without fighting is the acme of skill. Thus, what is of supreme importance in war is to attack the enemy's strategy. Next best is to disrupt his alliances. sovereignty and territorial integrity; mutual non-aggression; non-interference in each other's internal affairs; equality and mutual benefit; and peaceful coexistence." While these principles appear to be benign and almost Utopian in scope, historically, they have been used to assail Western (predominately U.S.) foreign policies.
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In the early 1990's, then Premier Deng Xiaoping provided strategic guidance for China's approach to national security and foreign policy, which is still in effect. The 24 Character Strategy states: "observe calmly; secure our position; cope with affairs calmly; hide our capacities and bide our time; be good at maintaining a low profile; and never claim leadership."
The phrase, "make some contributions," which was added later, provides an interesting twist.
This strategy suggests both a short-term desire to downplay China's ambitions and a long-term strategy to build up China's power to maximize options for the future.
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Current Chinese military strategists define grand strategy as "the overall strategy of a nation or alliance of nations in which they use overall national strength" to achieve political goals, especially those related to national security and development. 12 Since the early 1980's, the balance between economic development and maintaining a secure environment in which to prosper economically have been primary concerns. The concept of "comprehensive national power" is the method by which China's strategic planners evaluate and measure China's national standing in relation to other nations. It includes qualitative and quantitative measures of territory, natural resources, economic power, diplomatic influence, domestic government, military capability, and cultural influence. 13 The "strategic configuration of power" or "shi" is the method of wielding the CNP. "Mutual promotion and coordinated development between national defense building and economic development" is the strategy for balancing the application of shi. 14 The final strategy for assessment is the current military concept of "active defense." The strategy calls for forces to be postured to defend against perceived security threats and only used to counter aggression after attack. 15 While clear in its application to defend the territorial integrity of the Chinese nation, an interesting question is how "active defense" applies to aggression affecting vital national resources. The Chinese are rapidly expanding their presence in foreign countries for resources that are critical to Chinese national security. Does this philosophy provide the rationale for a military response to economic threats? How would China respond to a coup or other political or military crisis outside its sovereign territory that affects the flow of vital resources? These are all questions that remain unanswered, but must provoke discussion.
Armed with a brief background in Chinese theoretical concepts and aspirations, let us now assess how these are related to current Chinese involvement in Latin America. While we are not using the term "enemy" or suggesting that our relationship is adversarial, one cannot deny the fact that our countries have divergent political philosophies, and that a very real competition for resources and alliances exists.
Chinese Economic Involvement in Latin America -Theory at Work
China's six major economic relationships in the region are with Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Cuba, Mexico, and Venezuela. Beijing's carefully calibrated diplomatic overtures have been a key to China's economic success: maintaining a peaceful international environment to concentrate on economic development; pursuing multi-polarity; and employing economic leverage when necessary. 16 China is America's second largest trading partner -a relationship that is critical to fuel China's whirlwind economic growth and development. The approach to Kitts and Nevis, and St. Vincent and the Grenadines. For decades, Taiwan had been a consistent provider of financial assistance to those countries who maintained official relations.
Growing economic power by China, referred to as "dollar diplomacy," is seriously undermining Venezuelan relationship have yet to be determined, but the situation warrants scrutiny.
As we have previously discussed, the concept of mutual promotion and coordinated development between national defense building and economic development is the mantra of the PRC in its plans for global development. Therefore, it is essential to discuss Chinese military involvement in Latin America, as well as the underlying implications of Chinese influence on regional and global security.
Chinese Security and Military Involvement in Latin America
China is not only becoming a global player on the economic front, but the PRC is also reaching out to develop military relationships throughout the world. In recent years, China has formed military diplomatic ties with 146 countries and sent military attaches to 103 countries.
China uses these exchanges to gather information on the host country for military doctrine development as well as military intelligence purposes. 20 While the establishment of military relationships is a very positive step in Chinese global involvement, our previous assessment of historical and theoretical concepts implies that there may be greater meaning on a more subtle level. To continue our assessment of the application of Chinese theory on current security issues in Latin America, I have selected five areas of concern for discussion: Chinese influence in Panama Canal operations; security operations in Cuba; Sino-Latin American military-tomilitary exchanges; military technology and weapons sales; and "tri-border area" concerns.
In 1996, Hutchinson Whampoa Limited, a company with reported ties to the Chinese Army, signed a fifty-year lease on port facilities on both sides of the Panama Canal. The company denies any relationship with the People's Liberation Army. This is not surprising considering the influence of Sun Tzu's theories of deception on current strategic philosophy.
The inseparable bond between Chinese economic and national security interests makes it difficult to believe there is not a connection in such a strategic location. China's influence on this vital maritime asset is worrisome on three levels. First, the container traffic controlled by the Chinese company provides the opportunity for illegal goods or personnel to enter the region without oversight. The limited transparency of this operation is a grave security risk for both Venezuela agreed to purchase mobile air-defense radar systems and a communications satellite from China. China also recently offered to sell Venezuela its new FC-1 fighter. China appears to be pushing weapons and intelligence capabilities in Latin America in order to secure regional dependency on Chinese technology, ensure interoperability, and reduce U.S. influence in the region.
Finally, there is a growing concern regarding the ramifications of Chinese influence in the "tri-border area" (TBA) -a relatively ungoverned location where the borders of Brazil, Paraguay, and Argentina meet. Over fifteen thousand Chinese reside in the Paraguayan city of Ciudad del Este alone. 27 The TBA is a lawless area of illicit activities that generate billions of dollars annually in money laundering, arms and drug trafficking, counterfeiting, document falsification, and piracy. 28 Chinese gangs known as "Triads," with a desire for the power and financial Chinese gangs that may have broad ramifications throughout Latin America. Members of these mafia groups have North American and European passports. 29 The PRC does not openly support involvement with criminal and terrorist activities; however, could these Triads perhaps serve as "secret agents" to provide "foreknowledge" as described by Sun Tzu? There is no current evidence to support this idea, but the philosophy of the PRC does not discount this possibility.
Impact on U.S. Policy in Latin America
The PRC has a road map for "peaceful development" in Latin America and other regions of interest over the next twenty years. Although there is no definitive document that states China's grand strategy, it is obvious that, aside from the pragmatic goal of resource acquisition, growth and development of "Comprehensive National Power" is the underlying strategy behind the global expansion that we are witnessing. Historical and theoretical concepts rooted in cultural and political ideology are the basis for the techniques and tactics employed.
Understanding the conceptual goals of the PRC is a start, but it still does not clarify the long-range intentions of the Chinese in our hemisphere. Many factors affect China's relationships in Latin America, both internal to the hemisphere and within China's own national boundaries.
One thing is sure -competing interests in Latin America must by addressed by the United States.
Our It is obvious that China's approach to foreign policy and international relations is philosophically different from that of the United States. We must better understand our future competitor in order to develop our strategy for engagement. As Henry Kissinger so aptly stated: "China seeks its objectives by careful study, patience and the accumulation of nuances -only rarely does China risk a winner-take-all showdown." economic --must study Chinese historical and ideological texts in order to understand the cultural, social, and political influences that govern Chinese strategy. We are entering another period of "Cold War," but one very unlike the last. A policy of containment will not work this time -the dragon is awake. We must determine a method of engagement with a clear understanding of our adversary. Chinese strategy will not confront America's strengths, but its weaknesses.
Our global commitments must not blind us to events going on in our own hemisphere. While not an immediate threat, we must address the long-term impact of China's resource acquisition and political influence in Latin America.
The United States must be proactive in its development of a regional policy that addresses three key elements. First, we must reengage with Latin America politically, economically, and militarily with a comprehensive, broad-based package of programs that are pro-active rather than reactive. A reinvigorated policy that addresses all elements of national power and clearly demonstrates the benefits and benevolence of a democratic society is the best method to dispel any perceptions of hegemonic intentions. Second, an assessment of the ASPA and its impact on IMET and other forms of military assistance is critical to the development of a plan for reinvigorated military-to-military security and cooperation programs.
Military partnerships with our Latin American neighbors are the key to regional security and critical for the war on terrorism. Finally, we must increase involvement with China on Latin American issues before they become crises. Engagement is the only way for the United States to properly assess and potentially steer the long-range intentions of the Chinese. The "sleeping dragon" is awake. We can no longer wait for it to finish growing to determine our regional security strategy.
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